DIRECTED MIGRATION OF MICROSCALE SWIMMERS BY AN ARRAY OF SHAPED OBSTACLES: MODELING AND SHAPE OPTIMIZATION
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Abstract. Achieving macroscopic directed migration of microscale swimmers in a fluid is an important step towards utilizing their autonomous motion. It has been experimentally shown that directed motion can be induced, without any external fields, by certain geometrically asymmetric obstacles due to interaction between their boundaries and the swimmers. In this paper, we propose a kinetic-type model to study swimming and directional migration of microscale bimetallic rods in a periodic array of posts with noncircular cross-sections. Both rod position and orientation are taken into account; rod trapping and release on the post boundaries are modeled by empirically characterizing curvature and orientational dependence of the boundary absorption and desorption. Intensity of the directed rod migration, which we call the normalized net flux, is then defined and computed given the geometry of the post array. We numerically study the effect of post spacings on the flux; we also apply shape optimization to find better post shapes that can induce stronger flux. Inspired by preliminary numerical results on two candidate posts, we perform an approximate analysis on a simplified model to show the key geometric features that a good post should have. Based on this, three new candidate shapes are proposed which give rise to large fluxes. This approach provides an effective tool and guidance for experimentally designing new devices that induce strong directed migration of microscale swimmers.
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1. Introduction. Microscale swimmers, such as bacteria or chemically active colloids, move autonomously in a fluid by converting energy in the local environment into mechanical work [10, 9]. Possible applications of synthetic microswimmers include drug delivery [25, 2], cargo transport [32], and environmental remediation [30]. One important task in manipulating microswimmers is to achieve their directed macroscopic motion, as opposed to their long-time isotropic motion, which results from a combination of ballistic swimming and angular diffusion [13, 24]. Directed migration can be easily induced by externally imposed fields, such as chemical gradient [3, 21] or electromagnetic fields [1, 12, 36, 34]. A different approach is to place obstacles in the environment. It has been demonstrated that obstacles can dramatically change the motion of microswimmers. Due to hydrodynamic or steric interactions [31, 6, 14, 20] of swimmers with obstacles, swimmers can aggregate [17, 18, 4], slide [36, 31, 33], hover [35], or even reverse swimming direction [5]. There is a developing body of works investigating boundaries of obstacles guiding microswimmers, using flat walls [36], v-shaped funnels [11, 16], spherical obstacles [31, 33, 28], or teardrop-shaped posts [40].

In a series of recent works, microscale bimetallic segmented rods composed of gold...
and platinum (Au-Pt) have been experimentally studied as a prototype of artificial microswimmers [33, 26]. These rods, typically 2 μm in length and 300 nm in diameter, move autonomously in aqueous solutions of hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂), with the Pt end leading, due to self-electrophoresis which generates a slip flow along the rod surface [23, 38]. They move with a constant speed along their axes while their positions and orientations are subject to random fluctuations. As they are much denser than water, the Au-Pt rods swim primarily along the microscope coverslip or the obstacles. It is demonstrated in our paper [33] that these swimming rods can be captured by solid spheres resting on a horizontal plane, and orbit closely around them with little change in their speed, until they are released due to angular diffusion. An uneven spatial distribution of the rods near the spheres and statistics of trapping time are obtained. In a more recent study [40], we show that when the rods swim in a periodic array of teardrop-shaped posts, they interact with the vertical walls of the posts in a similar way; yet the rods preferentially leave the posts at the post’s sharp tips due to large boundary curvature there, rendering a statistically biased swimming over long times. See Figure 1 for a sketch of the rods swimming and interacting with an array of teardrop-shaped posts, as well as a picture from the experiment showing typical motion of rods when they encounter a post [40]. It has been experimentally confirmed that the rods are most likely to migrate through the array in the direction pointed by the tips of the teardrop-shaped posts [40].

In this paper, we shall present a kinetic-type model of Au-Pt rods swimming in a periodic array of posts with noncircular cross-sections, such as teardrop-shaped posts, and thus generating directed migration over a long time. Position and orientation of the rods are both taken into account, as well as the effect of thermal fluctuation. Trapping and release of the rods on the post boundary are modeled via empirically defined rate functions and angular distributions, accounting for curvature and orientational dependence of the boundary absorption and desorption, respectively. Distributions of the rods in the free space and on the post boundary are found through numerical simulations; the intensity of the directed migration is then defined and calculated.

The degree of directed migration crucially relies on many features of the array,
such as the spacings and shapes of the posts in it. We study the effect of post spacing by numerical simulation. We also perform numerical shape optimization to investigate how to choose the shape of posts judiciously so that stronger directed migration of the swimming rods is achieved. General theory of shape optimization is well established from an analysis point of view [29, 7, 27], while numerous applications can be found in many areas of applied mathematics and physics, such as problems involving swimming [15, 39] and fluid motion [37, 22]. In our study, a mathematical derivation of the shape optimization is presented in the supplementary material, together with an iterative optimization method based on an explicitly preconditioned steepest ascent method. We apply shape optimization to two candidate post shapes and observe a significant increase in directed migration. To better understand the optimization results, we propose a simplified model that well explains the geometric features arising in the optimized shape. This enables us to empirically determine the key geometric ingredients of designing posts. We conclude by giving three new post shapes designed on these ingredients, which does give rise to a significantly stronger directed migration than naive choices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In subsection 2.1, we present the model for Au-Pt rods swimming in a periodic rectangular array of posts and define the quantity that measures the intensity of the directed migration. The numerical method to compute the ensemble distributions of rod positions and orientations as well as the intensity of the directed migration appear in the supplementary material. In subsection 2.2, we formulate the optimization problem seeking better designs of the array so that it induces stronger directed migration. A formal overview of the shape optimization theory, a full derivation of equations involved, and numerical methods for solving these equations and performing shape optimization are also left to the supplementary material. Dimensionless parameters and rates are specified in section 3, while numerical results are presented in section 4 to study the effects of post spacings and optimization of post shape. To understand the key geometric features that a good post should have, we perform an approximate analysis to a simplified model in section 5. Based on that, three new post designs inducing strong directed migration are proposed in section 6. We conclude the paper with a brief discussion in section 7.

2. Theory.

2.1. Modeling microscale swimming rods in a periodic array of posts.

With the typical swimming pattern of the rod described in section 1 and sketched in Figure 1, we shall build a kinetic-type model for rods swimming in a periodic array of posts. The model will be presented in a dimensionless manner; the nondimensionalization will be left to section 3. We start by modeling the environment in which the rods are swimming.

Consider a rectangular periodic array of posts printed on the microscope coverslip. The posts are solid cylinders which neither fluid nor the rods can penetrate [40]. A dilute suspension of the Au-Pt rods in the aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution is then placed on the coverslip, so that the rods can autonomously swim in the complex landscape. Note that since the rods always swim in a quasi-two-dimensional fashion along the bottom, it suffices to consider the system in two dimensions. Assume the two-dimensional unit cell of the periodic array of the posts has dimensionless size $a$ and $b$ in $x_1$- and $x_2$-directions, respectively. We denote the unit cell to be $Y = \left[ -\frac{a}{2}, \frac{a}{2} \right] \times \left[ -\frac{b}{2}, \frac{b}{2} \right]$. See Figure 2. The following discussion also applies to unit cells in other shapes with minor modification. For example, for a staggered periodic array, hexagonal unit cells can be more convenient choices than rectangular ones.
MIGRATION OF MICROSWIMMERS

In what follows, for convenience we will interchangeably use the notion of a post and its cross-section. Let \( O \) denote the domain occupied by the post inside \( Y \), and let \( \omega = Y \setminus O \) be the domain filled with fluid, in which the rods can swim freely. The interior and exterior boundaries of \( \omega \) are denoted by \( \gamma = \partial O \) and \( \partial Y \), respectively; see Figure 2(b).

To study the statistical behavior of the swimming rods, we look at the spatial and orientational distribution of an ensemble of rods in the bulk and on the boundary. We assume that the rod concentration is so small that their interactions are negligible. We also treat the rods as points with orientation but no size.

The motion of the rods is modeled as swimming in the bulk \( \omega \) and swimming along the boundary \( \gamma \). For a single rod swimming in the bulk, we use \( X_t \in \omega \) and \( 2\pi \Theta_t \) to denote its position and orientation, respectively. The latter is the angle between the swimming direction of the rod and the positive \( x_1 \)-axis; see Figure 3. Here \( X_t \) is defined up to a natural periodicity on the exterior boundary of \( \omega \), while \( \Theta_t \in [0, 1) \) defined in the modulus of 1. We assume that the rod deterministically swims in its axial direction with velocity \( v_0 \), while both its position and orientation are subject to random fluctuations. The stochastic dynamics of \( (X_t, \Theta_t) \) is then written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
dX_t &= v_0(\cos(2\pi \Theta_t), \sin(2\pi \Theta_t))^T + \sqrt{2D_t}dW_t^{(2)}, \\
d\Theta_t &= \sqrt{2D_r}dW_t^{(1)}.
\end{align*}
\]

(2.1)

Here \( D_t \) and \( D_r \) are scalar (dimensionless) translational and rotational diffusion coefficients, respectively; they are assumed to be constant throughout the state space \( \Omega = \omega \times [0, 1] \). \( W_t^{(1)} \) and \( W_t^{(2)} \) are the standard Brownian motions in one and two dimensions, respectively; they are independent of each other. Let \( p(x, \theta, t) \geq 0 \) be the distribution of rods in \( \Omega \), where \( x \in \omega \) and \( 2\pi \theta \in [0, 2\pi] \). The evolution of \( p \) is then governed by the following Fokker–Planck equation associated with (2.1):

\[
\partial_t p(x, \theta, t) = D_t \Delta_x p(x, \theta, t) + D_r \Delta_\theta p(x, \theta, t) - v_0(\cos 2\pi \theta, \sin 2\pi \theta)^T \cdot \nabla_x p(x, \theta, t).
\]

(2.2)

Here \( (x, \theta) \in \Omega; \Delta_x = \partial_{x_1}^2 + \partial_{x_2}^2 \), and \( \Delta_\theta = \partial_{\theta}^2 \); \( \nabla_x = (\partial_{x_1}, \partial_{x_2})^T \) is the gradient operator in spatial components only. The term \(-v_0(\cos 2\pi \theta, \sin 2\pi \theta)^T \cdot \nabla_x p \) represents
Fig. 3. We use $x \in \omega$ and $2\pi \theta$, with $\theta \in [0,1)$, to represent position and orientational angle of a swimming Au-Pt rod, respectively. The enlarged picture in the big dashed box shows the state $(x, \theta)$ of the rod in the small dashed box, which is swimming away from the post. The red arrow represents its orientation, given by the direction of its Pt end (white block); the dashed line is the positive $x_1$-axis. Note that rods are modeled as points with orientation but no size, although we have drawn a white-yellow rod in the picture for the sake of clarity. In the right half of the figure, with abuse of notation, a rod hitting the post boundary $\gamma$ at $x$ with relative angle $\beta$ is shown. The shaded side of $\gamma$ is occupied by the post. The black arrow is the normal vector of $\gamma$ at $x$, denoted by $n(x) = (\cos \alpha(x), \sin \alpha(x))$, while the red arrow again represents the rod orientation. The (signed) angle between them is the relative angle $\beta$. (Color available online.)

Convection in $\Omega$ due to the directed swimming in the axial direction.

For rods moving along the boundary $\gamma$, we assume they always swim tangentially to $\gamma$; thus only the rod position along $\gamma$ needs to be considered. We also assume that rods swim at the constant speed $v_0$ [33] and can never switch swimming direction before leaving the boundary. This assumption is suitable for bimetallic swimming rods, but might not be true for some biological swimmers [5]. For $x \in \gamma$, let $p_B^+(x,t), p_B^-(x,t) \geq 0$ be the boundary distributions of rods that swim counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively. The evolution of $p_B^\pm$'s is given by

$$\partial_t p_B^\pm(x,t) = D_t \Delta_{\gamma} p_B^\pm(x,t) + v_0 \partial_\gamma p_B^\pm(x,t) + F_{in}^\pm(x,t) - F_{out}^\pm(x,t), \quad x \in \gamma,$$

where $\Delta_{\gamma}$ and $\partial_\gamma$ are the Laplace operator and the derivative along $\gamma$ with respect to its arclength. Here $\gamma$ is parameterized counterclockwise. On the right-hand side of (2.3), $D_t \Delta_{\gamma} p_B^\pm$ is the spatial diffusion along $\gamma$; for simplicity, we assume the same diffusion coefficient $D_t$ as in the free space. The term $\mp v_0 \partial_\gamma p_B^\pm(x,t)$ comes from the deterministic swimming along $\gamma$. $F_{in}^\pm(x,t)$ and $F_{out}^\pm(x,t)$ are rod absorption and desorption fluxes at $x$ on and off the boundary $\gamma$, respectively. They depend on the local geometry of $\gamma$ and how rods hit or leave the boundary.

To model this pair of fluxes, we need some notation. Let $\kappa(x)$ be the curvature of $\gamma$ at $x$, and let $\alpha(x)$ be the orientation of the outer normal of $\gamma$ at $x$ with respect to $\omega$; i.e., the normal vector is given by $(\cos \alpha(x), \sin \alpha(x))^T$. When a rod appears at a boundary point $x \in \gamma$ with orientational angle $2\pi \theta$, we define its relative angle with respect to $\gamma$ to be $\beta = 2\pi \theta - \alpha(x)$ (mod $2\pi$); see Figure 3. To this end, we introduce empirical rate functions $r_{in}(\kappa)$ and $r_{in}(\kappa)$, and angular functions $\rho_{\pm}(\beta)$ and $\tau_{\pm}(\beta)$, to be explained later, and write

$$F_{in}^\pm(x,t) = r_{in}(\kappa(x)) \int_0^1 p(x, \theta, t) \rho_{\pm}(2\pi \theta - \alpha(x)) d\theta, \quad x \in \gamma,$$

$$F_{out}^\pm(x,t) = r_{out}(\kappa(x)) p_B^\pm(x,t) \int_0^1 2\pi \tau_{\pm}(2\pi \theta - \alpha(x)) d\theta, \quad x \in \gamma.$$
When the rod hits $\gamma$, the black arrow is the normal vector $n(x)$ of the wall at $x$, while the red arrow represents the direction in which the rod hits $\gamma$, or the potential direction in which the rod is going to leave $\gamma$. (a) When the rod hits $\gamma$ with relative angle $\beta$, it will have probabilities $\rho_+(\beta)$ and $\rho_-(\beta)$, respectively, of swimming counterclockwise and clockwise afterwards along $\gamma$. (b) When a rod is going to leave $\gamma$, its relative angle $\beta$ with respect to $\gamma$ is determined via the distributions $\tau_\pm(\beta)$. The subscripts indicate its original swimming direction before leaving $\gamma$. (Color available online.)
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Fig. 4. $\rho_\pm(\beta)$ and $\tau_\pm(\beta)$. The black curve represents $\gamma$, and the shaded side is occupied by the post. The black arrow is the normal vector $n(x)$ of $\gamma$ at $x$, while the red arrow represents the direction in which the rod hits $\gamma$, or the potential direction in which the rod is going to leave $\gamma$. (a) When the rod hits $\gamma$ with relative angle $\beta$, it will have probabilities $\rho_+(\beta)$ and $\rho_-(\beta)$, respectively, of swimming counterclockwise and clockwise afterwards along $\gamma$. (b) When a rod is going to leave $\gamma$, its relative angle $\beta$ with respect to $\gamma$ is determined via the distributions $\tau_\pm(\beta)$. The subscripts indicate its original swimming direction before leaving $\gamma$. (Color available online.)

...tively, which are assumed to be functions of curvature only. In fact, experiments have shown that at least the desorption rate also depends on the rod speed [40]. However, our assumption is valid since the rod speed is fixed to be $v_0$. The functions $r_{\text{in}}(\kappa(x))$ and $r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(x))$ then characterize how fast the boundary $\gamma$ can absorb and desorb rods at $x \in \gamma$, respectively. Their precise characterization will be clear after we choose the characteristic scales and do nondimensionalization in section 3. The functions $\rho_\pm(\beta)$ account for the orientation dependence in the absorption. We assume that rods hitting $\gamma$ with relative angle $\beta$ will have probabilities $\rho_+(\beta)$ and $\rho_-(\beta)$ of subsequently swimming counterclockwise and clockwise along $\gamma$, respectively; see Figure 4(a). To make sense of (2.4), we note that rods hitting $x \in \gamma$ can come from the bulk in all directions; the function $r_{\text{in}}(\kappa(x))p(x, \theta, t)\rho_+(2\pi\theta - \alpha(x))$ is the amount of rods getting absorbed at $x$ with angle $2\pi\theta$, and sliding counterclockwise along $\gamma$ afterwards. The function $r_{\text{in}}(\kappa(x))p(x, \theta, t)\rho_-(2\pi\theta - \alpha(x))$ can be interpreted similarly. If we take an integral over all possible orientations of the incoming rods, we obtain the absorption fluxes.

Similarly, for desorption, rods that are leaving $\gamma$ are assumed to leave at a random angle, with its probability distribution characterized by $\tau_\pm(\beta)$, where $\beta$ is the relative angle defined before. The subscripts $\pm$ indicate the rods originally move counterclockwise or clockwise before leaving $\gamma$; see Figure 4(b). We argue as before to obtain (2.5). Via $\beta$ and the tangent direction of $\gamma$, the initial orientational angle of the rod when it returns to the bulk can be determined. This will be useful in deriving the boundary condition of $p$ below.

To summarize, the assumptions on $r_{\text{in}}$, $r_{\text{out}}$, $\rho_\pm$, and $\tau_\pm$ are as follows:

1. $r_{\text{in}}(\kappa), r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \geq 0$;
2. $\rho_\pm(\beta) \geq 0$ and $\rho_+(\beta) + \rho_-(\beta) \leq 1$;
3. $\tau_\pm(\beta) \geq 0$ and $\int_{-\pi}^{\pi} \tau_\pm(\beta) d\beta = 1$;
4. $\rho_+(\beta) = \rho_-(-\beta)$ and $\tau_+(\beta) = \tau_-(-\beta)$, by symmetry.

Since $\tau_\pm$’s are normalized, (2.5) reduces to $F_\pm = r_{\text{out}}p_B^\pm$.

Last, the boundary condition of $p$ on $\Gamma \triangleq \gamma \times [0, 1]$, the inner curved part of $\partial \Omega$, is derived from the conservation law, which gives

$$D_t \frac{\partial p}{\partial n_T}(x, \theta, t) - v_0 p(x, \theta, t) \cdot (\cos 2\pi\theta, \sin 2\pi\theta, 0) \cdot n_T(x)$$

$$= r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(x))[\rho_+(x, t) \cdot 2\pi\tau_+(2\pi\theta - \alpha(x)) + \rho_-(x, t) \cdot 2\pi\tau_-(2\pi\theta - \alpha(x))]$$

$$- r_{\text{in}}(\kappa(x))[p(x, \theta, t)[\rho_+(2\pi\theta - \alpha(x)) + \rho_-2(2\pi\theta - \alpha(x))].$$
Here \((x, \theta) \in \Gamma\), and \(n_\Gamma(x) = (\cos \alpha(x), \sin \alpha(x), 0)^T\) is the unit outer normal vector of \(\Gamma\) with respect to \(\Omega\). The left-hand side of (2.6) represents the boundary flux at \((x, \theta) \in \Gamma\) generated by the spatial diffusion and the swimming; it is balanced by the flux coming into the bulk due to desorption and absorption on the right-hand side. Using the formula for \(n_\Gamma\), (2.6) is simplified to be

\[
D_t \frac{\partial p}{\partial n_\Gamma}(x, \theta, t) - v_0 p(x, \theta, t) \cos \beta = 2\pi r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(x))[p_B^+(x, t)\tau_+(\beta) + p_B^-(x, t)\tau_-(\beta)]
\]

\[
- r_{\text{in}}(\kappa(x))p(x, \theta, t)[\rho_+(\beta) + \rho_-(\beta)],
\]

with \(\beta = 2\pi \theta - \alpha(x)\). For the outer flat surfaces of \(\partial \Omega\), i.e., \(\partial \Omega \setminus \Gamma\), we assign periodic boundary conditions for \(p\).

In this paper, we shall only consider the steady-state solution. Indeed, thanks to the diffusions in the model, the initial distribution will converge to the steady-state solution after a relatively short transient stage; see section 3 for further discussion on the time scale. We omit the \(t\)-dependence in (2.2) and (2.3), and the equations become

(2.7)

\[
D_t \Delta_x p(x, \theta) + D_r \Delta_\theta p(x, \theta) - v_0(\cos 2\pi \theta, \sin 2\pi \theta)^T \cdot \nabla_x p(x, \theta) = 0, \quad (x, \theta) \in \Omega,
\]

(2.8)

\[- D_t \Delta_\gamma p_B^+(x) \pm v_0 \partial_\gamma p_B^+(x) = \int_0^1 f_\pm(x, \theta) d\theta, \quad x \in \gamma,\]

(2.9)

\[
D_t \frac{\partial p}{\partial n_\Gamma}(x, \theta) - v_0 p(x, \theta) \cos \beta + f_+(x, \theta) + f_-(x, \theta) = 0, \quad (x, \theta) \in \Gamma,
\]

(2.10)

where \(\beta = 2\pi \theta - \alpha(x)\) and

(2.11)

\[f_\pm(x, \theta) = r_{\text{in}}(x)p_\pm(\beta)p(x, \theta) - r_{\text{out}}(x) \cdot 2\pi \tau_\pm(\beta)p_B^\pm(x), \quad (x, \theta) \in \Gamma.\]

Since we are describing the probability distribution of rods, the following normalization condition is needed:

(2.12)

\[N(\Omega) \triangleq \int_\Omega p(x, \theta) dx d\theta + \int_\gamma [p_B^+(x) + p_B^-(x)] d\gamma = 1.\]

Note that if (2.12) is not assumed, then \((p, p_B^+, p_B^-)\) being a solution of (2.7)--(2.11) implies that \((\lambda p, \lambda p_B^+, \lambda p_B^-)\) is also a solution \(\forall \lambda > 0\).

Suppose we have obtained a nontrivial solution \((p, p_B^+, p_B^-)\) to (2.7)--(2.11) (obviously \((0, 0, 0)\) is a trivial solution which is not interesting), without necessarily satisfying (2.12). We wish to characterize the intensity of the spontaneous directed migration of the rods induced by the post in some particular direction, say the positive \(x_2\)-direction. In our model, it is exactly the probability flux crossing the part of \(\partial \Omega\) where \(x_2 = b/2\). The unnormalized net flux is defined to be

(2.13)

\[F(\Omega) = \int_{\partial \Omega \cap \{x_2 = b/2\}} -D_t \frac{\partial p}{\partial x_2} + v_0 p \sin 2\pi \theta dA.\]
The first term comes from the spatial diffusion of rods, while the second is due to the directed swimming, where the rod orientation plays a role. Since this flux is generated by an amount of rods given by \( N(\Omega) \), the normalized net flux is thus defined to be \( E(\Omega) \triangleq F(\Omega)/N(\Omega) \). \( E(\Omega) \) will be the key quantity in the rest of the paper.

The numerical method for solving the coupled system (2.7)–(2.11) and computing \( E(\Omega) \) will be given in the supplementary material.

### 2.2. Seeking stronger directed migration of the rods

It is clear that the intensity of the directed migration of the rods is governed by many geometric features of the array, such as the sizes of gaps between neighboring posts, and the shapes of posts. An interesting and practical question to ask is how one might make the directed migration stronger by cleverly designing the array and post shapes. In our model, this could be formulated as the following optimization problem: given the functions \( r_{\text{in}}(\kappa) \), \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \), \( \rho_{\pm}(\beta) \), and \( \tau_{\pm}(\beta) \), find \( Y = \left[ -\frac{a}{2}, \frac{a}{2} \right] \times \left[ -\frac{b}{2}, \frac{b}{2} \right] \) and \( \omega \subset Y \), such that \( E(\Omega) \) is maximized.

This is an infinite-dimensional optimization problem, and finding the actual maximizer would be very hard. We are only able to pose it formally. Our strategy here is as follows. First, we shall study how the spacings of the posts affect \( E(\Omega) \), simply by fixing the shape of the post and tuning \( a \) and \( b \) to see how \( E(\Omega) \) changes. Second, we would like to look for a better post shape. Using the theory of shape optimization, we develop a numerical method that evolves \( \gamma \) in an iterative manner, so that the corresponding \( E(\Omega) \) keeps increasing with each iteration. The mathematical formulation of the shape optimization problem is exceedingly long. We shall leave an overview of the theory of shape optimization, a complete derivation of the equations for the shape optimization, and an introduction of the associated numerical method to the supplementary material.

### 3. Model choices

Before presenting numerical results, we specify the dimensionless parameters and rates used in the simulations.

We take the characteristic length scale in the model to be the typical size of the unit cell in the experiment [40], which is \( L = 45 \mu \text{m} \). We use the angular diffusion of the rods to determine the characteristic time scale. In the experiments, the typical angular diffusion scale is \( 0.5 \text{ rad/s} \). Hence, we take the characteristic time scale to be \( T = 4\pi \text{ s} \). In this way, the dimensionless angular diffusion coefficient is \( D_r = 1 \); note that it is \( 2\pi \theta \) instead of \( \theta \) that represents the rod orientation.

With the above choice, we take the dimensionless parameter in the model as follows: \( D_0 = 0.002 \), \( D_r = 1 \), and \( v_0 = 1 \). Indeed, this corresponds to the case where the spatial diffusion of rods is approximately \( 0.002 \cdot [45 \mu \text{m}]^2/[4\pi \text{ s}] \approx 0.322 \mu \text{m}^2/\text{s} \); the angular diffusion is \( 0.5 \text{ rad/s} \); and rods swim with approximate speed \( 1 \cdot [45 \mu \text{m}]/[4\pi \text{ s}] \approx 3.58 \mu \text{m/s} \). All of these agree qualitatively with the measurements in the typical experiments [40]. It is also worthwhile to remark that the experiments usually last 10–20 minutes, which is significantly longer than the characteristic time scale \( T \). This implies that even if the initial rod distribution is not the steady-state solution, the transient stage would be relatively short; after that, the system is well characterized by the stationary model.

There exists little systematic measurement of \( r_{\text{in}}(\kappa) \), \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \), \( \rho_{\pm}(\beta) \), and \( \tau_{\pm}(\beta) \). We shall take them to be functions that qualitatively agree with the existing experimental observations or physical intuition.

We take \( r_{\text{in}}(\kappa) = 1 \), which implies that the efficacy of the post boundary absorbing rods does not depend on the curvature. More precisely, given the unit density of rods (one rod per unit cell, i.e., \( \frac{1}{4\pi} \text{rod}/\mu \text{m}^2 \)) in the vicinity of the post boundary, there
is on average one absorbing event occurring over a boundary section with arclength 45 μm every 4πs ≈ 12.6 s, which is on the right scale.

The function \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) is experimentally defined as the inverse of the expected trapping time of rods sliding along a circular boundary with the constant dimensionless curvature \( \kappa \). Existing experiments indicate that for swimming Au-Pt rods [40] or swimming Janus particles [28], \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) is an increasing function of \( \kappa \). In other words, the efficacy of the boundary releasing rods should be higher where its curvature is larger (more convex). We take

\[
(3.1) \quad r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) = \frac{10}{\pi} \arctan \left( \frac{\kappa - 20}{4} \right) + 5
\]

as a convenient choice; see Figure 5(a). Note that here \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) saturates as \( \kappa \to +\infty \); it is not a necessary feature but it can make the simulations more tractable. We shall also discuss this in subsection 4.2. To give a sense of the choice of \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \), we have \( r_{\text{out}}(20) = 5 \), which implies that when a rod is sliding along the boundary of a circular post with radius 2.25 μm = [45 μm]/20, the expected sliding time is \( \frac{20}{9} \) s ≈ 2.51 s. In other words, the Poisson rate of a rod leaving a circular boundary with radius 2.25 μm is about 0.398 s\(^{-1} \), which agrees qualitatively with the experimental data [40].

As a convenient choice, \( \rho_{\pm}(\beta) \) are taken to be

\[
(3.2) \quad \rho_{\pm}(\beta) = \pm \frac{1}{\pi} \beta + \frac{1}{2}, \quad \beta \in [-\pi/2, \pi/2],
\]

and \( \rho_{\pm}(\beta) \equiv 0 \) for \( \beta \in [-\pi, \pi/2] \cup (\pi/2, \pi) \), which are plotted in Figures 5(b) and 5(c). This implies that when a rod hits the boundary perpendicularly (\( \beta = 0 \)), it has equal probability of going in either direction along the boundary. When it approaches in the tangent directions (\( \beta = \pm \pi/2 \)), it will go forward in the very direction with probability 1. When a rod reaches the boundary with its orientation pointing away from the boundary (\( \beta \in [-\pi, \pi/2] \cup (\pi/2, \pi) \)), it will not get absorbed. Indeed, the last case can arise when spatial diffusion pushes the rod to the boundary even though its orientation points away.

In our earlier study [33], a model based on lubrication theory indicates that the swimming rods are unlikely to leave the surface with small takeoff angles (i.e., the unsigned angle between the boundary and the rods)—in such a case, the rod tends to be pushed back towards the wall instead of detaching. A threshold value of \( \pi/9 \) of the takeoff angle is also taken in a subsequent stochastic simulation to fit the experimental distribution of the trapping times. To incorporate these facts, we take

\[
(3.3) \quad \tau_{\pm}(\beta) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} \cos(3\beta) & \text{for } \beta \in [-5\pi/6, -\pi/2], \\
0 & \text{for } \beta \in [-\pi, -5\pi/6] \cup (-\pi/2, \pi),
\end{cases}
\]

and \( \tau_{-}(\beta) = \tau_{+}(-\beta) \), which are plotted in Figures 5(d) and 5(e), respectively. In this setting, rods can detach with the takeoff angle ranging from 0 to \( \pi/3 \) (\( \beta \in [-5\pi/6, -\pi/2] \) for rods originally sliding counterclockwise on \( \gamma \), or \( \beta \in [\pi/2, 5\pi/6] \) for rods sliding clockwise). The most likely takeoff angle is \( \pi/6 \) (\( \beta = -2\pi/3 \) for rods sliding counterclockwise, or \( \beta = 2\pi/3 \) for rods sliding clockwise).

4. Numerical results. With implementation details now behind us, in this section, we shall present numerical results concerning how post spacings and post shapes can affect the normalized net flux \( E(\Omega) \).
Fig. 5. Functions $r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)$, $\rho_\pm(\beta)$, and $\tau_\pm(\beta)$ used in the simulations. (a) The graph of $r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) = \frac{10}{\pi} \arctan \left( \frac{\kappa - 20}{4} \right) + 5$. It is positive, increasing in $\kappa$, and bounded as $\kappa \to +\infty$. (b)–(e) The graphs of functions $\rho_\pm(\beta)$ and $\tau_\pm(\beta)$. The insets illustrate the situations where these functions come into play; see (3.2), (3.3), and Figure 4 for more details. $\tau_\pm$ are normalized in the sense that $\int_{-\pi}^{\pi} \tau_\pm(\beta) \, d\beta = 1$.

4.1. The effect of post spacings. Our first numerical simulation is devoted to investigating how post spacings affect the normalized net flux $E(\Omega)$. To be more precise, we fix the shape of the post specified later, and change the size of the unit cell specified by $a$ and $b$, to see how $E(\Omega)$ changes correspondingly. Note that the set $\Omega$ implicitly depends on both $a$ and $b$.

The post used in this simulation has a teardrop-shaped cross-section, defined by two circular arcs smoothly connected by two straight lines; see Figure 2(b). Under the nondimensionalization, the radii of the larger and the smaller circular arcs are 0.192 and 0.0154, respectively. Their corresponding dimensionless curvatures $\kappa$ are 5.21 at the large end and 65.1 at the small tip, respectively. The angle between the two straight sides is 48 degrees. The tip of the post points to the positive $x_2$-direction. The dimensionless size of the post is approximately 0.642 in the vertical direction and 0.384 in the horizontal direction. Its perimeter is approximately 1.59.

In Figure 6, we show how $E(\Omega)$ changes as we vary the dimensionless width $a$ and
height $b$ of the unit cell. These results are obtained by solving the model (2.7)–(2.11) for each pair of $(a, b)$ and calculating the corresponding $E(\Omega)$. In Figure 6(a), we fix $b = 1$ and vary $a$. It shows that $E(\Omega)$ decreases as $a$ increases. The red dashed line indicates the minimum possible width $a_{\text{min}} = 0.384$. The inset shows a log-log plot of $E(\Omega)$ depending on the dimensionless horizontal gap, $a - a_{\text{min}}$. The black dashed line in the inset has slope $-1$. (b) With $a = 1$, $E(\Omega)$ decreases as $b$ increases. The red dashed line indicates the minimum possible height $b_{\text{min}} = 0.642$. The inset is a log-log plot of $E(\Omega)$ depending on the dimensionless vertical gap, $b - b_{\text{min}}$. The black dashed line in the inset has slope $-2$. (Color available online.)

The above results agree with the intuition that the open-space swimming away from the boundary smears out the anisotropy or bias [40] in the swimming direction induced by the boundary shape, thus making $E(\Omega)$ weaker. As a result, $E(\Omega)$ should get boosted if we compress the open space by shrinking the gaps between neighboring posts in both directions. Indeed, shrinking $b$ might be particularly effective due to the unboundedness of the graph in Figure 6(b) when $b \rightarrow b_{\text{min}}$. However, we should remark that making the gaps too narrow is not always favored in practice. Swimming rods can run into each other or even cause traffic jams in very narrow gaps, which impairs their mobility and makes the directed migration weaker. Narrow gaps may significantly change the swimming behavior of the self-propelled rods, which is not considered in our model. For example, experiments show that active rods can increase speed by up to five times in confining channels with a ceiling [19]. Further, the size of the rods, which is ignored in our model, becomes important when they swim in confined spaces like narrow gaps.
With this in mind, we study the net flux under a different normalization by normalizing the number of rods per unit area instead of one unit cell. This is more useful in practice, since we may use suspensions of swimming rods with some particular concentration to do experiments, and so the number of rods in the unit area is approximately given. In addition, we may want to compute the net flux per unit width of array, since that characterizes the efficacy of the whole device in transporting rods within horizontal cross-sections of unit length. The net flux under this new normalization is thus given by \( \tilde{E}(\Omega) = abE(\Omega)/a = bE(\Omega) \), which is the net flux over unit horizontal cross-section with the rod concentration normalized.

From the discussion above, it is known that when \( a \) or \( b \) is large, \( \tilde{E}(\Omega) \) should decay like \( a^{-1} \) or \( b^{-1} \), respectively. This can be justified by the following formal analysis.

1. When \( b \) is fixed and \( a \) is large, posts in different vertical columns function almost independently as they are so far away. That \( a \) gets doubled is almost equivalent to removing half of the posts in one row, which will naturally decrease \( \tilde{E}(\Omega) \) by one-half. This implies that \( \tilde{E}(\Omega) \) will decay like \( a^{-1} \) when \( a \) is large.

2. When \( a \) is fixed and \( b \) is large, posts in different rows are now far away from each other. If a rod leaves a post and swims into the open space towards posts in another neighboring row, then midway its orientation is already randomized. An important length scale here is \( v_0/D_r = 1 \), which is the characteristic distance a rod can travel away from the post before it forgets its initial direction when leaving the boundary. Therefore, \( p(x, \theta) \) should have little \( \theta \)-dependence when the distance between \( x \) and any posts in the array is significantly larger than 1. As a result, when \( b \) is large, the motion of the rods midway between two rows can be characterized by an enhanced isotropic diffusion with the effective diffusion coefficient \( D_{\text{eff}} = D_t + \frac{v_0^2}{4D_r} \) [13]. Instead of (2.7), one can solve \( D_{\text{eff}} \Delta \tilde{p}(x) = 0 \) for the spatial distribution of rods, while the orientational distribution of rods there should be almost uniform in all directions. From the far-field point of view, the effect of one post can be modeled as a dipole in the positive \( x_2 \)-direction, since it effectively sucks rods from one end (the larger end) and releases them from the other (the smaller tip). The dipole magnitude is insensitive to \( b \), since we have normalized the rod concentration instead of the number of rods per unit cell. Hence, the far-field spatial density of rods \( \tilde{p}(x) \) induced by one single dipole at the origin, up to an additive constant, can be approximated by \( \tilde{p}(x) \sim \frac{C_{x_2}}{x_1^2 + x_2^2} \). Here \( C \) is a constant depending on \( D_{\text{eff}} \) and the dipole magnitude.

We align such a dipole in an array with horizontal spacing \( a \) and vertical spacing \( b \) and calculate the net flux crossing the segment \( \{(x_1, x_2) : x_1 \in [-a/2, a/2], x_2 = b/2\} \). We start from one row of posts all centered at \( x_2 = 0 \). The spatial density in a neighborhood of the line \( x_2 = b/2 \) contributed by this row should be well approximated, up to an additive constant, by \( \tilde{p}_0(x) = \sum_{k \in \mathbb{Z}} \tilde{p}(x_1 + ka, x_2) \). By (2.13), the net flux contributed by this row is given by

\[
\hat{E}_0 = \int_{\partial \Omega \cap \{x_2 = b/2\}} -D_t \frac{\partial \tilde{p}_0}{\partial x_2} + v_0 \tilde{p}_0 \sin 2\pi \theta \, dA.
\]

The subscripts 0 imply that this portion of the net flux comes from the row of posts centered at \( x_2 = 0 \) (i.e., \( \tilde{p}_0 \)). The second term in the integral above
should vanish, since \( \tilde{p}_0(x) \) does not depend on \( \theta \). Hence,

\[
\tilde{E}_0 = -D_t \left[ \int_{a/2}^{a/2} \frac{\partial \tilde{p}_0}{\partial \tilde{x}_2} \, dx_1 \right]_{x_2 = b/2} = -D_t \left[ \int_{-a/2}^{a/2} \frac{\partial \tilde{p}}{\partial \tilde{x}_2} \, dx_1 \right]_{x_2 = b/2} = -D_t \left[ \int_{R} \frac{\partial \tilde{p}}{\partial \tilde{x}_2} \, dx_1 \right]_{x_2 = b/2} = \frac{C_0}{b},
\]

where \( C_0 \) is a positive constant depending on \( D_t, D_{\text{eff}}, \) and the dipole magnitude. By symmetry, the net flux contributed by the row of posts centered at \( x_2 = b \) should be \( \tilde{E}_1 = \tilde{E}_0 \). For the rows of posts farther away from the line \( x_2 = b/2 \), their contributions to the net flux are suppressed by the screening effect of the rows that are closer to \( x_2 = b/2 \). Indeed, the probability of a rod leaving a post centered at \( x_2 = kb \) and reaching the horizontal line \( x_2 = b/2 \) without being captured by any other posts on the way should decay exponentially as \( |k - 1/2| \to \infty \); in other words, the contributions to the net flux from these farther rows cannot be fully seen by the line \( x_2 = b/2 \) due to the existence of closer rows. Assume the screening factor to be \( \alpha_k \) for the row of posts centered at \( x_2 = kb \), with \( \sum_{k \in \mathbb{Z}} \alpha_k < \infty \). We write the contribution of the row centered at \( x_2 = kb \) to the net flux crossing the segment \( \{ (x_1, x_2) : x_1 \in [-a/2, a/2], \ x_2 = b/2 \} \) to be \( \tilde{E}_k = \alpha_k \tilde{E}_0 \). Presumably, \( \alpha_k \)'s should be independent of \( b \), but only depend on the horizontal spacing of neighboring posts in one row, which is fixed here. The total net flux induced by the whole array then becomes \( \tilde{E}(\Omega) = \sum_{k \in \mathbb{Z}} \alpha_k \tilde{E}_0 = \tilde{C}, \) where \( \tilde{C} \) is a constant depending on \( \alpha_k \)'s, \( D_t, D_{\text{eff}}, \) and the dipole magnitude, but independent of \( b \). This justifies the \( b^{-1} \)-decay of \( E(\Omega) \) when \( b \) is large.

### 4.2. Optimization of post shape

In the second family of simulations, we fix the size of the unit cell by setting \( a = b = 1 \), and we apply the shape optimization method mentioned in subsection 2.2 to find posts that induce larger normalized net flux \( E(\Omega) \). See sections SM3–SM5 of the supplementary material for the complete mathematical derivations of the equations involved, and see section SM6 for the numerical methods. The parameters and rates have been chosen in section 3.

We start with the post in the convex teardrop shape introduced in subsection 4.1. Figure 7(a) shows the comparison before and after we apply the shape optimization to the teardrop-shaped candidate. The blue curve represents the initial shape, while the red curve is the optimized one (the final shape). Note that the iterative optimization gets terminated when the post gets too close (dimensionless distance \( \leq 0.02 \)) to the border of the unit cell. We observe that with shape optimization, the post swells significantly and becomes nonconvex; the former agrees with the earlier observation that, in general, smaller gaps between neighboring posts imply larger flux. A small round head forms at the top, connected by a thin neck to the larger belly. The dimensionless curvature around the head is in a narrow range \([24.5, 25.5]\); recall that it is 65.1 at the tip of the initial shape. The side parts of the post, initially flat, become slightly wavy. This can be artificial since only low-frequency modes are used in describing the boundary evolution. Indeed, we use 240 equally spaced points to represent the curve, but only the first 41 Fourier modes are used in the boundary evolution. See section SM6 of the supplementary material for more details about the numerical method. The lower half of the post largely remains a circular arc. In the course of the shape optimization, \( E(\Omega) \) increases almost sevenfold, from \( 1.24 \times 10^{-2} \) to \( 8.44 \times 10^{-2} \).
Fig. 7. Performing shape optimization of a teardrop-shaped post. (a) The initial and the optimized shapes are represented by blue and red curves, respectively. In the course of the shape optimization, the post swells, with the sharp tip at the top evolving into a small round head. The lower half of the post remains a circular arc, while the overall post shape becomes nonconvex. \( E(\Omega) \) increases from \( 1.24 \times 10^{-2} \) to \( 8.44 \times 10^{-2} \). (b)–(c) The spatial concentrations of rods \( c(x) \) in the presence of the posts with the initial and the optimized shapes in (a) are plotted in (b) and (c), respectively. The fraction of rods captured on the post boundary is not included in these figures. (Color available online.)

To investigate how rods are spatially distributed in the presence of posts with the initial and optimized shapes shown in Figure 7(a), we plot in Figures 7(b) and 7(c) their corresponding spatial concentrations of rods 
\[
c(x) \triangleq \int_{\omega} p(x, \theta) \, d\theta
\]
for \( x \in \omega \). Note that the fraction of rods captured on the boundary is not included. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) share some common features:
1. The rod concentrations in both cases have their peaks near the top of the posts, implying that the top parts are the sites where strong net desorption occurs.
2. There are regions of strong depletion near the flat sides of the posts.
3. The rod concentrations around the bottoms are also relatively high, due to the high concentrations near the tops of the posts in the next unit cells directly below.
4. The rod concentrations in both cases have a negative normal derivative near the bottom of the posts (i.e., \( c(x) \) decreases when we approach the bottom from some distance away), which implies that the bottoms are effectively absorbing rods.

These features are also seen in our earlier experiments [40, inset of Fig. 3]; in fact, Figure 7(b) agrees particularly well with the experimental results, except that here we do not plot the “boundary layer” of rods trapped along the post boundary. This suggests that our model effectively describes the real situation.

The main difference between Figure 7(b) and 7(c) is that the area of the strong desorption site at the top in Figure 7(c) is much larger than that in Figure 7(b), although the curvature there \( (\kappa \in [24.5, 25.5]) \) is much smaller than that \( (\kappa = 65.1) \) in the initial shape. This can partially explain why the optimized shape can induce a much larger net flux.

Next, we apply the shape optimization to a new nut-shaped post. The motivation of choosing this as the new initial shape is that the head-forming process can potentially increase \( E(\Omega) \). It might accelerate this process if we start from an initial shape which already has a head. In Figure 8(a), we plot the shape of post before and after the shape optimization. Again, the blue curve represents the initial shape, while the red curve is the final one. The normalized net flux increases from \( 1.81 \times 10^{-2} \) to
Performing shape optimization of a nut-shaped post. (a) The initial and the optimized shapes are represented by blue and red curves, respectively. In the course of the shape optimization, the post swells and a small round head forms at the top, while the lower half of the post remains a circular arc. \( E(\Omega) \) increases from \( 1.81 \times 10^{-2} \) to \( 7.82 \times 10^{-2} \). (b)–(c) The spatial concentrations of rods \( c(x) \) in the presence of the posts with the initial and the optimized shapes in (a) are plotted in (b) and (c), respectively. Again, the fraction of rods captured on the post boundary is not included. (Color available online.)

7.82 \times 10^{-2}, which is a big improvement but not as good as the previous case. We see that once again the shape swells to fill almost the whole height of the unit cell; a round head and a neck forms at the top, while the lower half of the post largely remains a circular arc. The dimensionless curvature at the head of the final shape ranges in [24, 25.5]. Again we plot the spatial concentrations of rods corresponding to posts with the initial and optimized shapes in Figures 8(b) and 8(c), respectively. It is clear that the top parts of both posts are the strong desorption sites, while it is larger in the optimized shape than in the initial shape. In addition, there are noticeably two more sites near the post boundary with relatively high rod concentration and positive normal derivatives of \( c(x) \). They are the “shoulders” of both the initial and the optimized shapes, which refer to the curved parts on both sides of the posts; they are also efficient in releasing rods. The bottoms of the posts are the main absorption sites as before.

The effect of the “shoulders” on the net flux is unclear though. The net flux can benefit from larger desorbing sites. On the other hand, however, the shoulders are not as efficient desorbing sites as the heads at the top, since the shoulders are far away from the top border of the unit cell and the rods released there may fail to reach the top border. In this sense, the presence of the shoulders can impair the capability of the head releasing rods at the top, and thus reduce \( E(\Omega) \). This may explain why the optimized shape in this case does not have as high \( E(\Omega) \) as the one in Figure 7(a).

It is shown in subsection 4.1 that shrinking gaps between neighboring posts, especially the vertical gap, can effectively increase \( E(\Omega) \). One may question whether the increase in \( E(\Omega) \) in the two cases above is purely due to the enlargement of the post (and thus shrinking of the vertical gap), or whether it does benefit from the changes in shape. To rule out the first possibility, we make up enlarged copies of the initial teardrop-shaped and nut-shaped posts, such that they have the same height (and thus the same vertical gaps between neighboring posts) as their corresponding optimized shapes. We plot the boundaries of enlarged posts in Figure 9 using solid curves, together with the corresponding optimized shapes that are plotted as dashed curves. We calculate \( E(\Omega) \) for the enlarged posts. The enlarged teardrop-shaped post induces a normalized net flux 5.00 \times 10^{-2}, and the enlarged nut-shaped post gives 2.58 \times 10^{-2}. In both cases, the enlarged posts can generate much larger net fluxes
than the original ones, but still cannot compete with the optimized shapes. In this way, we justify that the shape optimization does help us find better post designs.

To summarize, in addition to the overall swelling of the post in the shape optimization, we empirically find different evolutions of the upper and lower halves of the post boundary. Round heads tend to form at the top of the posts, with curvature there being in a narrow range $\kappa \in [24.5, 26]$; a convex shape can evolve to become nonconvex. By contrast, the lower half of the post always prefers to be a circular arc.

5. An approximate, but informative, analysis. To better understand our findings and explore the possibility of designing posts with yet better shapes, we consider a simplified model. We divide the post boundary curve $\gamma$ into its upper and lower halves by cutting it at the leftmost and the rightmost points on $\gamma$. If there are several such points, pick the lowest one whenever necessary. See Figure 10 for an illustration. We denote the upper and lower halves of $\gamma$ by $\gamma_U$ and $\gamma_L$, respectively. Since $r_{in} \equiv 1$ on $\gamma$, when there is no a priori information about the spatial distribution of rods, then

$$F_U \triangleq \int_{\gamma_U} r_{out}(\kappa(s)) \, ds$$

becomes a good characterization of the capability of $\gamma_U$ releasing rods. Here $s$ is the
arclength parameter of \( \gamma \). Similarly,

\[
F_L \triangleq \int_{\gamma_L} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds
\]

is the corresponding quantity for \( \gamma_L \). We naively assume that rods leaving from \( \gamma_U \) are more likely to reach the top border of the unit cell than the bottom border, while rods released from \( \gamma_L \) are more likely to cross the bottom border. By this assumption, rods of the former type contribute positively to \( E(\Omega) \) since they cross the border in the positive \( x_2 \)-direction, while those of the latter type contribute negatively. Hence, in a simplified manner, we use \( F_U - F_L \) to characterize the overall capability of \( \gamma \) inducing spontaneous migration in the positive \( x_2 \)-direction. Here we ignore the variance in position and orientation of rods when they cross either part of the boundary, and neither do we incorporate any information about the spatial distribution of rods. Therefore, to find a post with a good shape, we formally consider the following optimization problem:

\[
\text{(5.1) } \max_{\gamma} (F_U - F_L) = \max_{\gamma} \left[ \int_{\gamma_U} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds - \int_{\gamma_L} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds \right].
\]

Here \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) is given by (3.1), and we take maximum over all admissible curves \( \gamma \). By admissible, we mean \( \gamma \) that is sufficiently smooth and that does not intersect with itself. If needed, we may also impose a constraint that the curvature of \( \gamma \) is bounded above and below by some constants.

To formally solve the maximization problem (5.1), we first note that

\[
\text{(5.2) } \max_{\gamma} (F_U - F_L) \leq \max_{\gamma} \int_{\gamma_U} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds - \min_{\gamma'} \int_{\gamma'_L} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds.
\]

On the right-hand side, the \( \gamma \) that attains the maximum in the first term and the \( \gamma' \) that attains the minimum in the second term do not have to be the same one. The famous Gauss--Bonnet theorem [8] will be useful in the following discussion, which states that for any admissible \( \gamma \) in our context,

\[
\text{(5.3) } \int_{\gamma_U} \kappa(s) \, ds = \int_{\gamma_L} \kappa(s) \, ds = \pi,
\]

where \( s \) is the arclength parameterizing \( \gamma \) in a counterclockwise orientation.

We first consider the maximizing problem in (5.2). We rewrite

\[
\max_{\gamma} \int_{\gamma_U} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds = \max_{\gamma} \int_{\gamma_U} \frac{r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s))}{\kappa(s)} \kappa(s) \, ds.
\]

Here \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)/\kappa \) can be understood as the efficiency of utilizing the curvature to generate a desorption flux, given that (5.3) implies a fixed “budget” of the curvature on both \( \gamma_U \) and \( \gamma_L \). In order for the integral to be maximized, \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)/\kappa \) needs to be as large as possible when \( \kappa > 0 \) and as small as possible when \( \kappa < 0 \). It is known by (3.1) that \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)/\kappa \rightarrow \pm \infty \) as \( \kappa \rightarrow 0^\pm \). Moreover, it is easy to show that \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)/\kappa \) reaches a local maximum at \( \kappa_{\text{max}} \approx 25 \). See Figure 11. This implies that in the upper half of the post, the curvature tends to be close to 0 or \( \kappa_{\text{max}} \). This explains why the curvature at the heads in both examples above lies in a narrow range close to 25 instead of even larger values, such as \( \kappa = 65.1 \) at the tip of the initial teardrop-shaped post. In
Fig. 11. \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) / \kappa \) reaches a local maximum at \( \kappa_{\text{max}} \approx 25 \) and a local minimum at \( \kappa_{\text{min}} \approx 10.5 \), marked as red dots on the curve. Note that \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) / \kappa \) is the slope of straight line connecting the point \((\kappa, r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)) \) with the origin. (Color available online.)

addition, it does no harm to have negative curvature in \( \gamma' \) as it potentially increases the arclength where the \( \kappa_{\text{max}} \) could be attained, thus improving the overall capability of \( \gamma' \) releasing rods. This explains why convex shapes can evolve into nonconvex ones in the shape optimization.

Now we turn to the minimization problem involving \( \gamma' \) in (5.2). We note that \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) / \kappa \) has a local minimum at \( \kappa_{\text{min}} \approx 10.5 \). See Figure 11. If we rule out the case when \( \kappa \) can be very large along \( \gamma' \), say assuming \( \kappa < 80 \), we will find

\[
\min_{\gamma'} \int_{\gamma'_L} r_{\text{out}}(\kappa(s)) \, ds \geq \frac{r_{\text{out}}(\kappa_{\text{min}})}{\kappa_{\text{min}}} \int_{\gamma'_L} \kappa(s) \, ds = \frac{\pi r_{\text{out}}(\kappa_{\text{min}})}{\kappa_{\text{min}}}.
\]

Therefore, the minimum is achieved if \( \gamma'_L \) is a semicircle with dimensionless curvature \( \kappa_{\text{min}} \). This might not be obtained in general, because, for example, the arclength between the leftmost and the rightmost points on \( \gamma' \) may not match the arclength of the semicircle with curvature \( \kappa_{\text{min}} \). In such a case, \( \gamma'_L \) still has to be largely a semicircle. We can prove this under the assumption that \( \kappa < 20 \) on \( \gamma'_L \) simply by noticing that \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) is a convex function for \( \kappa < 20 \) and then applying Jensen’s inequality.

6. Explorations of other designs. In what follows, we shall design better posts based on the above simulations and analysis. We have seen that the round heads formed in Figures 7(a) and 8(a) act as strong desorption sites, which contribute a lot to increase \( E(\Omega) \). It is natural to believe that \( E(\Omega) \) can benefit from putting more strong desorption sites close to the top border of the unit cell. This inspires us to consider the new posts plotted in Figures 12(a) and 12(c), with multiple fingers at the top. Indeed, we choose these two shapes, such that the curvature at all fingertips satisfies \( \kappa \in [23, 26] \), presumably making them into strong desorption sites. In addition, we take the lower halves of these two shapes to be largely circular arcs. We compute \( E(\Omega) \) for these two posts, without performing shape optimization. For the three-finger post, \( E(\Omega) = 4.78 \times 10^{-2} \); for the five-finger post, \( E(\Omega) = 6.18 \times 10^{-2} \), already close to our optimized single-head case. The spatial concentrations of the rods corresponding to these two
Two new candidate post shapes with multiple fingers at the top as strong desorption sites. All fingertips have curvature $\kappa \in [23, 26]$ at the top, while the lower halves of the posts are designed to be largely circular arcs. (a)--(b) The three-finger post and its induced spatial rod concentration. In this case, $E(\Omega) = 4.78 \times 10^{-2}$. (c)--(d) The five-finger post and its induced spatial rod concentration. In this case, $E(\Omega) = 6.18 \times 10^{-2}$.

Candidate posts are also plotted in Figure 12(b) and Figure 12(d), respectively. It is clear that all the finger tips in both shapes are indeed strong desorption sites that are close to the top border of the unit cell. Efforts are being made to experimentally study the directed migration of swimmers induced by such posts with complex shapes.

Although these multifinger posts already give strong net flux even without shape optimization, they still cannot compete the final optimized shape we obtained in Figure 7(a). One of the reasons is that there are still lots of open spaces between the post and the border of the unit cell. In particular, further reducing the vertical gap by enlarging the posts can hopefully lead to stronger fluxes. Another reason is the suboptimality of their shapes. For example, the curvatures of the lower half of these two posts are not close to $\kappa_{\text{min}}$ found before. We also note that if we change the fingertips into small round heads with curvature close to $\kappa_{\text{max}}$, the area of the strong desorption site can increase considerably, and thus $E(\Omega)$ may increase as well.

Now we propose a shape that is almost the optimal in the sense that it leaves very little open space for the free swimming of the rods, and it almost solves the simplified optimization problem on the right-hand side of (5.2) by putting the right curvatures in the upper and lower halves of $\gamma$. We plot it in Figure 13 using solid curves in a $2 \times 5$ array. The dashed box represents one unit cell of the array, with $a = 0.2$ and $b = 1$. The post within the box has a slim shape, whose height and width are 0.940 and 0.180, respectively. It has flat sides and curved top and bottom parts. The top part consists of two semicircular arcs with $\kappa \approx 23$, which is close to $\kappa_{\text{max}} \approx 25$; the bottom part is a semicircular arc, with $\kappa \approx 11$, which is close to $\kappa_{\text{min}} \approx 10.5$. There are
Fig. 13. A $2 \times 5$ array of a slim post. Its unit cell has $a = 0.2$ and $b = 1$. The post has flat sides and curved top and bottom parts. The top part consists of two semicircles with $\kappa \approx 23$, while the bottom part is a semicircle with $\kappa \approx 11$. There are only narrow gaps between neighboring posts in the same row. Such an array induces a normalized net flux $E(\Omega) = 1.15 \times 10^{-1}$.

only narrow gaps between neighboring posts. We compute its normalized net flux to obtain $E(\Omega) = 1.15 \times 10^{-1}$, which surpasses any other posts considered in this paper! Note that we do not rule out the existence of even more judicious designs of posts. In sum, we showed that using what we have learned in the numerical shape optimization and the formal analysis above, we can design better post shapes effectively.

7. Conclusion and discussion. In this paper, we propose a kinetic-type model to study Au-Pt rods swimming and directionally migrating in a periodic array of posts with noncircular cross-sections. Both position and orientation of the rods are taken into account. The absorption and desorption of the swimming rods on the post boundaries are modeled via empirically defined angular distributions and rate functions of the boundary curvature. Within this model, we define and compute the normalized net flux induced by a periodic rectangular array of posts, which characterizes the intensity of the spontaneous directed migration of rods in the array due to the asymmetry in geometry. We study how to design the array judiciously so that it can induce stronger directed migration. It is shown that the net flux increases if the horizontal and vertical spacings between neighboring posts shrink. On the other hand, we apply the numerical shape optimization to find better shapes of posts that induce yet larger flux. Inspired by the numerical results on two candidate posts—a teardrop-shaped post and a nut-shaped post, we propose a simplified model to show the key geometric features a good post should have. Based on that, we come up with three new candidate shapes that generate large fluxes. In this way, we show that the shape optimization technique can help design good posts effectively.

Our results crucially rely on the choices of (hopefully reasonable) universal rate functions $r_{in}(\kappa)$ and $r_{out}(\kappa)$, and the angular distributions $\rho_{\pm}(\beta)$ and $\tau_{\pm}(\beta)$, for which little experimental measurement exists. In this paper, we choose these functions so that they qualitatively agree with the existing experimental observations and physical intuition. We note that our choices of $\rho_{\pm}(\beta)$ and $\tau_{\pm}(\beta)$ are natural and reasonable. The numerical experience is that, even if we alter the choice of these angular distri-
butions, the numerical results are qualitatively unchanged. By contrast, \( r_{\text{in}}(\kappa) \) and \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) could have bigger impacts on the numerical results. It has been shown in the simplified model in section 4 that, given \( r_{\text{in}} \equiv 1 \), the local maximum and minimum of \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)/\kappa \) can be very crucial quantities that determine geometric features of a good post. For example, if we alternatively take \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa) \) to be \( e^\kappa \), one would expect a good post to have very sharp tips at its top instead of small round heads or circular arcs, since \( r_{\text{out}}(\kappa)/\kappa \) formally achieves maximum at \( \kappa = +\infty \). If we further choose \( r_{\text{in}}(\kappa) \) to be a function depending on \( \kappa \), the situation would be more complicated and it can hardly be characterized by our simplified model.

In the current model, the absorption and desorption of the swimming rods on the post boundary are handled in a phenomenological manner, which is the reason we need the functions above. It would be ideal to build up a hydrodynamic model to fully characterize the interaction between the swimming bimetallic rods and the curved solid boundary, from which we can hopefully derive the rate functions and angular distributions that are needed. Previous work by Takagi et al. [33] applying lubrication theory between a swimming rod and a flat solid boundary cannot be immediately generalized to the case of the curved boundary, especially when the radius of curvature of the boundary is on the same scale as or even below that of the rod length, which is the case when a rod comes to the sharp tip of a teardrop-shaped post. Spagnolie et al. [31] model the hydrodynamic capture and escape of microswimmers on an obstacle by assuming the swimmers are force dipoles. However, this analysis assumes that the swimmer can preserve its orientation when it hits the boundary, which is not true in our case. More delicate modeling is thus needed to understand the hydrodynamic interaction between swimmers and complex boundaries in fluid environments.
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